
Understanding FedRAMP

• What it is 
• FedRAMP’s primary objectives
• Changes are a-comin!!



Importance of FedRAMP in Cloud 
Security

 Cloud Security Landscape
 Risks mitigated by FedRAMP
 The value of standardization
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cloud security is more than just a technical requirement; it’s a strategic imperative in today's interconnected digital landscape. As federal agencies increasingly leverage cloud solutions for their operations, ensuring that these platforms are secure becomes paramount. The expanse of the cloud means that vulnerabilities can have cascading consequences, and this is where FedRAMP’s role becomes critical.FedRAMP addresses a myriad of risks present in the cloud environment. From unauthorized data access, loss of sensitive information, to potential disruptions in service, the program sets forth requirements to tackle these challenges head-on. Through rigorous assessment and continuous monitoring, FedRAMP ensures that cloud solutions not only meet but often exceed the security requirements essential for federal operations.The true value of FedRAMP, however, lies in its standardization. By setting a consistent benchmark for cloud security, it ensures that all cloud service providers adhere to the same high standards. This not only levels the playing field but also instills confidence in federal entities when choosing cloud solutions, knowing that their choice meets the stringent security requirements set by the program.



Stakeholder Roles and 
Contributions - Overview

 List of Key Stakeholders:

 General Services Administration
 Cloud Service Provider (CSP)
 Third-Party Assessment Organization (3PAO)
 Federal Agencies
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Effective implementation of FedRAMP is not the task of a single entity. Instead, it's a collaborative effort, with various stakeholders each playing their pivotal roles. While each stakeholder has specific responsibilities, their collective goal remains consistent: ensuring secure, effective, and compliant cloud solutions for federal agencies. The General Services Administration (GSA) provides administrative support and guidance for the FedRAMP program..Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), offer the cloud solutions and ensure they meet the program's security mandates. The Third-Party Assessment Organization (3PAO) acts as an independent entity, evaluating and validating the security practices of the CSPs.Federal Agencies are the end-users, adopting these cloud solutions for their operations and ensuring that their choices align with FedRAMP guidelines. 



Role of the Cloud Service 
Provider (CSP)

 Offering cloud solutions to federal agencies
 Can be tailored to specific agencies

 Ensuring solutions meet FedRAMP security 
standards

 Responsible for Continuous monitoring and 
updates
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Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) are at the heart of the FedRAMP initiative, offering the actual cloud solutions that federal agencies seek to adopt. Their role extends beyond just providing a service; they are responsible for ensuring their offerings are robust, secure, and compliant with FedRAMP's stringent requirements. Typically, CSPs are multi-tenant, with customer data logically separated . Agencies that require their own server pay a premium.One of the CSP's primary responsibilities is to ensure their cloud solutions adhere to the security controls set by FedRAMP. This involves a meticulous process of understanding the requirements, implementing necessary security measures, and demonstrating compliance through assessments.Furthermore, the role of a CSP doesn't end once their solution is adopted by an agency. They must engage in continuous monitoring, ensuring that their offerings remain secure in the face of evolving threats. Regular updates, patches, and improvements are part of this process, ensuring that federal data remains safe and the solutions remain compliant with FedRAMP standards.



Role of the Third-Party 
Assessment Organization (3PAO)

 Perform an objective evaluation of CSPs
 SAP  (who, what, where, when and how)

 Validation of security practices (the 
assessment!) 
 Examine   (documents, processes)
 Interview   (CSP stakeholders)
 Test    (pen test, scans)

   Produce a SAR
 Importance in the FedRAMP authorization 

process – impartiality & consistency
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The Third-Party Assessment Organization (3PAO) holds a unique position within the FedRAMP ecosystem. Acting as an independent body, 3PAOs are responsible for evaluating and validating the security practices of Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). This third-party perspective ensures a layer of impartiality, which is crucial for maintaining trust and credibility in the process.3PAOs meticulously assess the security controls implemented by CSPs, verifying that they align with FedRAMP’s stringent requirements. They delve deep into each control, examining its efficiency, robustness, and overall effectiveness. Post-assessment, a detailed report is furnished, highlighting areas of compliance and any potential concerns that might arise.The role of the 3PAO is paramount in the FedRAMP authorization process. Their assessments act as a vital checkpoint, ensuring that only compliant, secure, and robust cloud solutions are integrated into federal operations. Their evaluations not only safeguard federal data but also instill confidence among federal agencies regarding their cloud choices.



Preparing for Audits and Reviews

 Types of audits and reviews
 Documentation requirements
 Best practices for audit preparation 
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Audits and reviews are an integral part of the RMF and FedRAMP processes. These assessments can vary in type and scope, from internal audits conducted by the organization itself to third-party audits mandated by federal agencies. Regardless of the type, preparation is key, and that often starts with documentation. Comprehensive, well-organized documentation is not just useful for daily operations but is essential for demonstrating compliance during audits.CSPs can employ various best practices in audit preparation. This could involve running internal checks or mock audits to identify potential gaps, streamlining documentation for easy retrieval, or even setting up a dedicated team to manage the audit process. These strategies aim to make the audit experience less stressful and more successful, ensuring that the organization meets all compliance requirements.



Factors Affecting Assessment 
Depth

 System classification (L,M,H, LI-SaaS)
 Data sensitivity
 Operational complexity
 Compliance requirements 
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Several factors must be evaluated when determining the depth of the assessment. The system's classification, which categorizes how sensitive or critical the data processed and stored by the system is, significantly impacts the depth required. Data sensitivity also plays a role; systems that handle more sensitive data generally require a more rigorous assessment. Operational complexity, including factors like the number of users, geolocation, and system dependencies, also affects how in-depth the assessment needs to be. Finally, existing compliance requirements—whether federal, state, or industry-specific—can influence the assessment's depth, as they may necessitate additional controls or checks.



The Importance of Readiness: 
Setting the Stage

 Why readiness matters
 Impact on assessment success
 Role in reducing delays and costs
 CSP’s role in ensuring readiness 
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Readiness is a cornerstone for a successful assessment phase. Being prepared not only increases the likelihood of a favorable assessment but also streamlines the process, reducing delays and associated costs. Lack of readiness can lead to unforeseen challenges, elongating the timeline and elevating costs. As a CSP, ensuring readiness involves a multi-pronged approach: coordinating with internal teams to finalize documents, facilitating risk assessments to pre-empt potential issues, and liaising with the 3PAO to ensure that they have all the information required to commence the assessment.



Overview of the FedRAMP 
Authorization Process

 CSP Steps in the Authorization Process
 Prepare   (for an assessment)
 Engage   (with a 3PAO)
 Conduct  (3PAO conducts the assessment)
 Report   (SAR and POAMS go to AO)

 Interplay between stakeholders during 
assessment & authorization
    (Agency & CSP)
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The FedRAMP authorization process is a structured journey ensuring that cloud solutions are robust, secure, and compliant for federal adoption. It begins with the CSP's selection, followed by rigorous assessments, continuous monitoring, and finally, the granting of authorization, either by the JAB or a federal agency.Each phase in this process holds distinct importance. For instance, the initial selection ensures that the CSP aligns with the agency’s requirements. The assessment phase, conducted by 3PAOs, validates the security posture of the cloud solution. Continuous monitoring ensures that security is maintained even post-adoption, and the final authorization solidifies the cloud solution's readiness for federal operations.Throughout this process, there's a dynamic interplay between the various stakeholders. CSPs, 3PAOs, federal agencies, PMO all collaborate, ensuring that the authorization process is thorough, transparent, and effective, leading to the secure adoption of cloud solutions.



Breaking Down the Security 
Assessment Report (SAR)

 What is a SAR?
 Report produced by 3PAO at end of 

assessment
 Objective of SAR
 outlines any findings/gaps 
 contains a CRITICALITY, a balanced risk 

discussion, recommends (or not) any 
remediation 

 Key Components 
  Executive Summary
  Details 
  Recommendations
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A Security Assessment Report (SAR) is a crucial document that provides a comprehensive analysis of a cloud service provider's security controls, as evaluated against the FedRAMP requirements. The SAR's main objective is to document the findings of the assessment conducted by the 3PAO, including both the areas of compliance and those requiring remediation. CSPs /Agencies should pay close attention to the findings identified, the recommended course of action and evaluate them based on the use case within the Agency and the tolerance for risk. Key components of a SAR include an executive summary, details of the assessment methodology, findings on each control, recommended corrective actions, and any relevant supporting evidence. The relationship between the SAP and the SAR is one of continuity; the SAR relies on the roadmap established by the SAP and serves as the culmination of the assessment process. Thus, a well-crafted SAP naturally leads to a more reliable and actionable SAR.



Common CSP Pitfalls

 Pitfall 1: Inadequate preparation on CSP’s 
part

 Pitfall 2: Poor communication  
 Pitfall 3: Ignoring risk management

 How to avoid these pitfalls
 Prepare, - stay ready so you don’t have to get ready! 
 Stay engaged
 Follow through on recommended actions
 Con mon!
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Several pitfalls can derail the CSP assessment phase, but three common ones stand out: inadequate preparation, poor communication with 3PAOs, and ignoring risk management. Inadequate preparation manifests in poorly drafted documents and ill-defined controls, leading to prolonged assessment timelines and increased costs. Poor communication with 3PAOs can result in misunderstandings and hinder the evaluation process. Ignoring risk management is another critical error, as it leaves the system vulnerable to security gaps. To avoid these pitfalls, CSPs should focus on meticulous preparation, foster clear and open lines of communication with 3PAOs, and give due attention to risk management throughout the assessment process.



The Importance of Speed in the 
Agency Path

 Time-to-market advantages
 Reduced wait time for authorization
 Impact on project timeline 
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One of the most striking advantages of the Agency Path is its speed. For federal contractors eager to get their products to market, this path offers significant time-to-market advantages. Unlike the Joint Authorization Board (JAB) Path, which often involves multiple layers of review, the Agency Path typically requires approval from a single agency, reducing the wait time for authorization considerably. This can have a domino effect on project timelines, allowing for quicker implementation and faster return on investment. The quickened pace does not compromise the quality or rigor of the security assessments but rather focuses the evaluation process more directly, benefiting both the agency and the vendor.



Relationship Building: A 
Cornerstone of Agency Path

 Importance of networking
 Building trust with agencies
 How relationships impact the authorization 

process
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In the Agency Path, relationship-building is not just beneficial—it's often essential. Networking with key decision-makers within the target agency can provide valuable insights into the agency's specific needs and preferences. Building trust with these officials can smooth the authorization process and pave the way for future collaborations. The relational aspect often impacts the pace and success of the authorization process, making it crucial to establish and maintain strong agency relationships. These relationships also serve as a foundation for understanding the unique security concerns and operational context of the agency, further enhancing the quality of the cloud solution provided.



CPSs: Interacting with Agencies

 Effective communication strategies
 Before (SAP) 
 After (SAR)
 Con Mon

 Mistakes to avoid 
 Ignoring requests!  BAD CSP! 

 How to engage constructively 
Monthly tag ups
 Ad hoc emails/phone calls/tag ups
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When interacting with Agency AOs and assessment/security teams, effective communication by the CSP is key. Clearly presenting the benefits and security measures of your cloud service can help establish credibility. It’s crucial to communicate concisely and effectively. Keep the dialogue open, clear, and focused on how the service meets the agency's specific needs. Constructive engagement includes being responsive to queries, providing requested documentation in a timely manner, and being open to feedback. Proper interaction with Agency teams can streamline the authorization process significantly.



The ATO (Authorization to Operate)

 Time bound
 Event bound       ATO with conditions

 Legal and Regulatory Implications (FISMA)

Pitfalls?   
Too short – e.g. 6 months - increases workload on 
the Agency (number of reviews, documentation 
etc)
Ongoing Authorization – OMB mandate, 
increased emphasis on continuous monitoring
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"Authorization to Operate" (ATO) is the formal approval given to a system to operate in a particular security environment. Understanding the definition and criteria of an ATO is crucial for any CSP. It represents a rigorous assessment process and an ultimate nod of confidence from federal authorities, allowing the system to go live.The legal and regulatory implications of obtaining an ATO are significant. Having an ATO means the CSP is in compliance with various federal laws and regulations governing cloud computing and cybersecurity. CSPs are responsible for maintaining this state of compliance and are subject to continuous monitoring and reporting, as mandated by the Program Management Office (PMO) and other oversight bodies.



Roles and Responsibilities Post-
ATO

 Compliance Monitoring
 Reporting Requirements
 Periodic Re-assessment 
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After obtaining an ATO, the CSP’swork is far from over. Ongoing compliance monitoring is essential to ensure that the system continues to meet FedRAMP's stringent security controls. These controls aren't static; they evolve with emerging threats and technologies, requiring CSPs to stay updated and continually assess their security postures.Beyond compliance, reporting is another critical post-ATO responsibility. Regular reports must be submitted to the Program Management Office (PMO) and other governing bodies to confirm that the system is in a constant state of compliance. Additionally, periodic re-assessments are necessary, not just to retain your ATO status but to ensure that the system remains secure and reliable over time.



Continuous Monitoring in 
FedRAMP

 Definition and importance
  A ‘near real time’ knowledge of the security 

posture of a system
 FedRAMP outlines activities for daily, weekly, 

monthly annual  monitoring
 Role in ensuring up-to-date security
 Required monthly summary of status and 

events to partner Agency, 
 Notification of any significant changes

 Collaboration between CSPs and federal 
agencies
 Tagups , ongoing communication
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Continuous monitoring is a cornerstone principle in FedRAMP. Once a cloud solution is authorized and adopted, the journey doesn't end. Given the dynamic nature of digital threats, it's paramount that security postures are consistently evaluated and updated to address emerging challenges.The significance of continuous monitoring lies in its proactive approach. Instead of waiting for vulnerabilities to be exploited, this principle ensures that potential threats are identified and mitigated in real-time. It keeps the cloud solution aligned with the evolving security landscape, ensuring that federal data remains protected at all times.Throughout this monitoring phase, CSPs and federal agencies collaborate closely. While CSPs provide updates, patches, and improvements, federal agencies provide feedback and insights based on their operational experiences. This collaboration ensures that the cloud solution remains not only secure but also efficient and tailored to the agency's needs. Effective communication doesn't end once the authorization is granted.  Keeping the lines open, being responsive to agency needs, and providing regular updates can go a long way in maintaining a strong and productive relationship.



Collaborating with the PMO: Best 
Practices

 Communication Channels
 Project Milestones and Tracking
 Documentation and Record-keeping 
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Navigating the post-ATO landscape successfully requires a harmonious working relationship with the Program Management Office (PMO). Clear and consistent communication channels must be established to ensure that all parties are aligned in their understanding and expectations. Tools like shared dashboards and weekly status meetings can help in maintaining transparency.Project milestones should be carefully tracked to monitor progress toward goals set forth in the authorization agreement. Alongside tracking, effective documentation and record-keeping are non-negotiable responsibilities. Proper documentation not only serves as proof of compliance but also as invaluable historical records that can inform future security assessments and project iterations.



FedRAMP and the Future of 
Federal Cloud Security

 Evolution of FedRAMP
 EO 14028 is revamping and modernizing 

FedRAMP
  Prioritizing use of Cloud

 Emerging trends and challenges
Multi-cloud, hybrid, edge computing, AI
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As with all technological frameworks, FedRAMP too is evolving. Established to address the cloud security challenges of its time, the program now faces newer, more complex threats and challenges. However, its foundational principles of standardization, rigorous assessment, and continuous monitoring position it well to tackle these emerging challenges.Emerging trends in cloud technology, like multi-cloud strategies, edge computing, and quantum computing, pose fresh challenges to security frameworks. The landscape is becoming more intricate, and the need for robust security postures is more pronounced than ever.To stay ahead of the curve, it's imperative that FedRAMP not only adapts to these trends but also anticipates future shifts in the landscape. Through consistent evolution, engagement with technology leaders, and a commitment to excellence, FedRAMP can ensure that federal cloud security remains uncompromised, no matter what the future holds.



FedRAMP and a whole lot to 
LOVE 

 OMB draft memo released for public 
comment  Oct 2023  

 Modernizing the Federal Risk Authorization 
Management Program (FedRAMP) 

 WHAT’S IN IT???  TELL US, TELL US! 
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FedRAMP and a whole lot to 
LOVE 

 Acknowledgement that FedRAMP is IaaS 
biased

 Reorientation of the program to better serve 
SaaS products 

 Reorientation of the PMO as a consultant, 
expertise driven partner
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FedRAMP and a whole lot to 
LOVE 

 New pathways to authorization
 Staying ahead of the curve
Multi-Agency panel replacing the reviewing 

documentation role of the JAB
 ‘Joint –Agency authorization’ where any  group 

of 2 or more agencies sign off in an ATO 
together

 PMO encouraged to find agencies and support 
this effort

 PMO continue to oversee the process for all 
authorizations
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FedRAMP and a whole lot to 
LOVE 

COMMON SENSE!! 

 The authorization to use without FR  ATO (a 
clearer than ever articulation of what kinds of 
cloud services are exempt from FedRAMP)

 Ex: ‘Ancillary services’ where compromise 
poses ‘negligible risk’ to govt data (web 
stats/page views etc from agencies’ public web 
sites)

 Recognizing the value of newer industry 
practices that offer improved security (and 
helping agencies benefit from newer 
approaches)
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FedRAMP and a whole lot to 
LOVE 

AUTOMATION! 

o FedRAMP to start implementing receiving 
documents in machine readable format! 
(OSCAL)

o The Good? HOLEY HANNAH!  No more word 
docs and spreadsheets! 

o The Bad? CSPs had better become proficient 
in OSCAL and getting their documents into an 
acceptable format.  
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FedRAMP and a whole lot to 
LOVE 

Say WHAT?!?! 

“In general, to promote both security and agility, 
Federal Agencies should be using the same 
infrastructure relied on by the rest of the CSP’s 
customer base”.

Most SaaS CSPs already do this… It makes little 
business or economic sense to have a separate 
gov environment. 
.  
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FedRAMP and a whole lot to 
LOVE 

PMO encouraged to ‘increase agency reuse, drive 
more authorizations, and reduce the burden and 
cost’ of authorization. 

What we’ve already seen?
o  PMO adding staff to help alleviate the backlog 

of  systems ‘in the pipeline’
o  FedRAMP holding monthly  ‘Office Hours’ to  

help meet the needs of CSPs and 3PAOs.
o Single responses from CSPs WRT to 

emergency directives
.  
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FedRAMP and a whole lot to 
LOVE 

What CSPs would like to see? 

o Just as it’s counterproductive to support 2 
environments, it is inefficient for a CSP with a 
global presence to have variable restrictions on 
non-US staff preventing them from bringing 
their expertise and talent to the problems the 
govt faces. 

o The acceptance of other industry 
standards/certifications (SOC2, ISO27001) as 
an overlay to controls – many overlap. Let’s put 
effort into answering and assessing these once. 
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Takeaways

 Importance of standardized cloud security
 Collective effort of stakeholders
 The future-proof nature of FedRAMP

All document templates for FedRAMP 
documentation can be found on 
https://www.fedramp.gov/documents-templates/

Contact Ann Marie Keim at:
annmarie.keim@fitsi.org or aa4gov1@gmail.com
M 334-224-0359
linkedin.com/in/ann-marie-keim-507108a
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FedRAMP stands as a testament to the importance of standardized, rigorous, and consistent cloud security for federal operations. Born out of a need to streamline cloud adoption, it has grown into a cornerstone of federal IT, ensuring that agencies can harness the power of the cloud without compromising security.It's also a great example of collective effort. From CSPs to 3PAOs, from federal agencies to the JAB, every stakeholder plays their role diligently, ensuring the integrity of the process.Looking forward, while challenges will inevitably arise, the foundational principles of FedRAMP, coupled with its commitment to evolution and adaptability, ensure that it remains a beacon of trust, security, and excellence in federal cloud adoption.
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